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ABSTRACT 

 

Nowadays it is important to further strengthen the role and authority of women in family and 

society. At the same time, a lot of research works are being done on women's issues. This article 

discusses literary works of Jahonotin Uvaysiy and Annemarie Shimmel who could reflect 

status of women, activities of women in society in their poems.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

As we know, in history women played a great role in literature, art and foreign languages. 

Despite women had not been treated properly in society in the past, they have advanced their 

status in the society. Numerous scientific and practical researches are being conducted in our 

country to raise the status and increase the activity of women who have been raised to the 

topical issues in our country. Over the years of our independent country, it has gained its place 

in the world community and is developing on the world arena. Women play an important role 

in the further development of our state. After all, it is important for our people who are building 

a great future together with our foreign partners to further develop and develop our country, 

which is now seeking to take its rightful place among the developed countries of the world. As 

we know, there is an increasing need for education laws and foreign language learning in our 

country. Of course, young artists are not interested in this issue. They are developing new 

technologies for learning and teaching foreign languages and are using intensive methods. In 

my opinion, delivering textbooks, manuals and dictionaries for young linguists and educators 

who meet the requirements of the time in teaching and learning foreign languages is a great 

source of learning foreign languages. Because, learning foreign languages brings great success 

to our country. Without the knowledge of foreign languages, we cannot be aware of the 

education system, progress and policies of foreign countries in the development of the country 

and the achievements of those countries. It is worth noting that young women learn foreign 

languages and gain extensive knowledge of foreign countries in various fields, and contribute 

to the development and prosperity of the country. As a result, the attitude towards women in 

our country is on the rise. This is evidenced by the fact that our government provides all the 

necessary conditions and opportunities for women to find themselves. It is also a great 

opportunity for women who are learning the language - to become world-class professionals, 

to improve their language skills by visiting countries where language is learned, improving 

their skills in politics, culture, economics and many other areas. Young linguists are exploring 

and implementing new ways to learn and teach foreign languages more quickly and fluently, 

based on moderately selected requirements and issues of learning foreign languages in their 

scientific and practical examples. It helps to master the history of world literature. It is worth 

noting that women are also highly regarded in Islamic wisdom. It is necessary to look at the 

activities of Muslim women in poetry. For example: Uvaysiy, Nadira, Zulfiya and other literary 

critics. Annemarie Shimmel is one of the famous German literary critics. Despite being of 
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German woman, she created beautiful works of Islamic women. She deserves a great praise, as 

the Muslim women were adequately reflected in her works. One of these works is "Janon is in 

my soul." Shimmel (1999) 

 

Materials and methods 

Annamarie Brigitta Shimmmel who is one of the leading experts in Islamic religion and Eastern 

Sufism in Europe. Annamarie Shimmel has published more than 120 of the best works on Islam. 

One of these works is "Janon in My Soul". This book describes women in Islamic wisdom and 

describes the role of women in Islamic religion. The following famous phrase of the first 

Prophet Muhammad in the book “Janon in My Soul” below: 

 

Xotin-qizlar hush bo’ylar mehri, 

Bu dunyoda dilga boldi jo. 

Konglim hushi, ko’zim qarosi, 

Dil yupanchi namozda ammo.  (Shimmel (1999,p.15) 

The meannig: 

“Ladies and dear women, You are the kind in the world. I feel happy and delighted; when you 

comfort in praying. Shimmel (1999,p.15) 

 

We know that women are also regarded as entertaining, comforting, and pleasing. Another 

clear source is "the first Prophet Muhammad whose wife Bibi Khadija was the first to inspire 

and comfort her when the first revelation came to her. Shimmel (1999, p.16) 

We see that Uzbek women play an important role not only in the past but also in the family and 

society today. Looking back, Uzbek women, despite living human rights and life in prison, 

have made a significant contribution to the development of society and have been active in 

literature and art. Ms. Nodira, Jahonotin Uvaysiy, Mrs. Zulfiya whose great literary works are 

great examples for us. These poetesses made a significant contribution to the development of 

literature and art. We do not know enough about the life of Jahonotin Uvaysiy, however, it is 

not difficult to comprehend the experiences of her life. 

  “ Behuda sang bir dili ozurdagoni zang, 

    Rohi tariq ichra na tili boru yon a tan! 

    Bizga nadin o’zga qoyub nomi bedili, 

    Ul yerda vodiy ishq aro bedodu fan. 

    Manzil-makoni ul edikim, faqr ila fano 

    Ahli zamonda yoqdu nasib anga anjuman”.  (Uvaysiy Devon,1963,p11) 

  "The poetess, who has been so passionate about women's rights, says this against all injustice: 

be cheerful udder does not have to pay for love, this is a grassy stream that illuminated the club 

candle! Have a good shade of light. The banner that robbed me is my happiness ink. ” (Uvaysiy 

Devon,1963,p11)  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

According to the Constitution of the Republic of Uzbekistan “females have equal rights as 

males”. Today, women are promoted in our country to find their roles in society showing their 

skills, especially in the field of literature, art and languages. Kahhorova. Sh. Askarova, 

Z.Foziljonova are the ones who have been to foreign countries on several occasions and have 

been improving their knowledge not only in language but also in other areas. They have 

introduced the cultural heritage and spiritual enlightenment of the countries of the languages 

what they master. The presence of such women in the country can greatly contribute to the 

development and prosperity of the country. 
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